FOLIO Roadmap

The FOLIO Project is moving quickly in several independent development streams to build functionality on the platform. This is a rough guide for our plans:

### FOLIO Milestones

#### Q3 2019
**Daisy:** Early adopter dev
- 1st library implementation
- Patron notices
- Invoicing
- ERM refinement
- External integrations
- Import
- Counter 5
- In-app reports
- Anonymization
- Migration tools
- Performance
- Defects
- Stability

#### Q4 2019
**Edelweiss:** Early adopter Beta 1
- Focus on round 2 early adopter libraries
- Stabilization, Performance & Defects
- Integrations
- Reporting & Analytics
- Migration tools
- Course reserves
- Improved fund management
- MARC cataloging
- Ability to upgrade FOLIO versions

#### Q1 2020
**Fameflower:** Beta 2
- Round 2 of early adopters prepare to implement
- Stability, Performance, Defects
- Tech Debt
- Integration
- Migration tools
- Export features
- Improved searching
- MVP Feature improvements & spillover

#### Q2 2020
**Goldenrod:** General release
- Early adopters implement
- Stability, Performance, Defects
- Tech Debt
- Migration tools
- MVP Feature improvements across all areas

#### Q3 2020
**Honeysuckle:** Moving forward
- Round 3 libraries prepare to implement
- Advanced features (TBD) across all areas
- Multi-tenant Consortium features
- ILL
- Integrations
- Feature improvements across all areas based on early adopters

#### Q4 2020
**Iris:** Wide adoption
- Round 3 libraries implement
- Advanced features (TBD) across all areas
- Multi-tenant Consortium features
- Tech debt
- Feature improvements across all areas based on early adopters